Managed IT
Services

Secure-24 Mobile Device Management
Flexible and Secure Mobile Device Management Solutions
More and more organizations encourage employees to use mobile devices to perform their
jobs. Whether the day-to-day focus is business management, marketing, sales, software
development, or customer relationship management, mobile devices are proliferating
in the enterprise at an exponential rate. Although beneficial, it comes with a hefty price
— complexity and increased security risk. Secure-24 Mobile Device Management helps
minimize security risk and enables flexibility with a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy
or company-owned devices.

Key Features
•• Fully managed mobile device
solution including 24x7x365 support
•• Corporate and personal data
separation
•• AES 256 encrypted email on mobile
devices
•• Enforced security on all mobile
devices
•• Remote-wipe capabilities for lost or
stolen devices

Key Benefits
•• Minimize potential for data loss with
Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
•• Boost employee productivity with
secure BYOD
•• Meet compliance requirements and
simplify audits

The Challenge of Enterprise Mobility

The world’s leading businesses have realized that Enterprise Mobility
has become crucial to business operations. With the growing number of
device platforms and operating systems available, businesses are facing
new and complex mobility management challenges. What is the solution
for mitigating data security risks and reducing complexity: Secure-24
Mobile Device Management.

Secure Your Corporate Perimeter

The evolution of mobile computing enables employees to stay connected
from anywhere in the world. With Secure-24’s managed Mobile Device
Management mobile workforces can focus on business while our teams
help to ensure corporate data is secure and contained on mobile
devices.
Mobile Device Management minimizes security risk and allows flexibility
with a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy, or company-owned devices. Our enterprise solution supports: Android, Apple iOS, BlackBerry,
Mac OS, Symbian, Windows Mobile, Windows PC/RT and Windows
platforms. So employees have flexibility and choice of mobile devices
and operating systems.

Advanced Mobile Device Solutions

For enterprises seeking additional security and functionality, Secure-24
offers Advanced Mobile Application and Advanced E-mail Data Loss
Prevention (DLP) packages.
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Mobile E-mail DLAP Package

Related Services
•• Managed Cloud Services
•• Managed Application Services

Customized data loss prevention enables secure corporate e-mail and
attachments. The advanced e-mail package further enables enterprises
enhanced security by restricting e-mail copy and paste capabilities to
personal areas of mobile devices, providing the ability to proxy e-mail
traffic and the security of Exchange ActiveSync and OWA traffic, while
preventing whitelist or blacklist devices from accessing mail servers.

•• Desktop as a Service (DaaS)

Advanced Mobile Application Package

The Advanced Mobile Application package enables enterprise to further
enhance the end-user experience with corporate applications, content
repository integration and the enterprise Intranet through secure
authentication and encryption. Eliminate the concern of loss of corporate
data through third party applications or malware attacks against IT
infrastructures by selectively allowing applications access to corporate
data.

Performance. Innovation. Trust.
Comprehensive Managed Cloud Services.
Contact Us
(800) 332-0076

For more information about Secure-24 Mobile Device Management
visit Secure-24.com or call +1.800.332.0076 to speak to a Secure-24
representative.

info@secure-24.com
www.secure-24.com
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